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1. INTRODUCTION 

i My name is Ian Connor.  I am presenting this submission as joint owner with Ruth 

Woodley of the property at 8 Balmoral Lane 

ii I am a Chartered Professional Civil/Structural Engineer with a Bachelor of 

Engineering (Civil) (Hons) degree.  I have 40 years experience in design and 

construction of buildings and foundations, including extensive post-earthquake 

damage assessments both in New Zealand and Chile.  Whilst I am not a specialist 

geotechnical engineer, I studied engineering geology as part of my engineering 

degree and have been involved in the assessment and design of foundations and 

ground-retaining structures throughout my career.  I understand the geological issues 

used in the hazard zoning of our property and have read the geotechnical papers used 

as the basis for that zoning. 

 

2. RESPONSE TO CROWN AND CHRISTCHURCH CC EVIDENCE 

i Our response specifically refers to evidence presented for the Crown and Chch CC by 

Drs.Chris Massey and Matthew Gerstenberger and Ms.Helen Beaumont. 

ii Our contention, outlined in detail in our original submission, is that the process used 

in the zoning of our property did not involve any site specific inspection or 

investigation of the property and hence has been based on. 

 Incorrect geological information 

 Incorrect assessment that mass land movement damage has occurred to the 

property 

 Incorrect evaluation that there is earthquake damage to the property – there is no 

cliff-top recession 

 

iii We do not dispute the general content of these submissions, but do dispute the broad-

brush application of the risk assessments to our property at 8 Balmoral Lane.  The 

Chch CC/GNS risk model has been misapplied to our property to assess a 1 x 10
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probability of potential cliff collapse, which has been used to set the Cliff hazard 

Management Area 2 boundary on our property. 

iv Our original submission, which includes a geotechnical assessment by Mr.David Bell 

of Bell Geoconsulting, outlines the errors in the assessment of the geology and 

earthquake damage on our property, which has led to mis-application of the 

geological risk model. 
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v Our original submission is supported by the attached peer review of Mr.Bell’s report 

by Mr.Neil Charters of Engeo Consultants, which derives a 1.8 x 10
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 assessment of 

life risk on our property, using a conservative application of the Chch CC/GNS risk 

model. 

This supports our application to have the Cliff Hazard Management Area 2 boundary 

shifted back to the existing fence line at the top of the cliff on the property.  We also 

note our insurer has accepted these geological assessments by Messrs.Bell and 

Charters as the basis for agreeing on-going insurance on our property past the expiry 

of the Crown Red Zone purchase offer. 

 

 

Ian Connor (CPEng No.69963) & Ruth Woodley 

8 Balmoral Lane 

Christchurch 8081 

Ph 384 5169, 021 268 9956 

connorwoodley@clear.net.nz 

16 February 2015 
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Ian Connor and Ruth Woodley 

8 Balmoral Lane 

Redcliffs 

Christchurch 

 
19 January 2015 
 
 
Dear Ian and Ruth, 
 

RE: Geotechnical Risk Assessment for 8 Balmoral Lane, Redcliffs. 
 Our Reference:  11791_1 
 

1 Introduction 

As requested, ENGEO has completed a geotechnical risk assessment for your property.  We have 

completed this work in accordance with the terms and conditions of our proposal reference 

P2014.001.845 dated 12th December 2014.   

Our scope of works included completing a review of geotechnical reports produced for the property 

and a life risk assessment in accordance with GNS’ risk assessment methodology.   

While the CCC does not have a list of approved geotechnical professionals for cliff collapse sites, 

Geoscience is on CCC’s list as an approved provider of geotechnical services for rockfall protection 

works.  

2 Background 

Substantial cliff collapse occurred on many of the large sea cliffs between Taylor’s Mistake and Mount 

Pleasant as a result of the strong earthquake accelerations on 22 February and 13 June 2011.  

Geological and Nuclear Sciences (GNS, 2012a) carried out rigorous stability and risk modelling for the 

large cliffs (referred to as Pilot Study sites) that experienced cliff collapse and identified hazard zones 

near the top and base of these cliffs. The cliff below 8 Balmoral Lane was not in the pilot study area 

and was not mapped.   

In their follow-up report, GNS (2012b) extended the risk modelling from the pilot study areas to other 

cliffs, including the one below 8 Balmoral Lane. No additional field mapping was completed, and it 

appears that the risk model from the Redcliffs cliff was extended northwards to include the cliff below 8 

Balmoral Lane.  

As a consequence of the extension of the risk model to include the cliff below 8 Balmoral Lane, the 

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) has red-zoned the property. Properties affected 

by cliff collapse have been zoned red where they are deemed to face an unacceptable risk to life 

(greater than 10-4 or 1 in 10,000 at 2016 risk levels), and an area wide engineering solution to 

remediate them has been determined not to be practicable for a number of reasons including 

uncertainty around timeliness and costs. 
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You have also provided us with a copy of Bell Geoconsulting’s Report for your property (report number 

1596/01, dated 26th July 2014).  This report considers the cliff collapse hazard at your property but 

does not include a geotechnical risk assessment.  We agree with Mr Bell’s geological assessment, 

and have provided a risk assessment as part of this report.   

3 Site Assessment 

The property lies on the end of a sloping ridge immediately west of the coast.  There is evidence on 

the exposed rock to suggest that the face has been cut historically, and we consider it likely that prior 

to excavation the rock mass extended to the exposure on the northern side of Main Road.  The cut 

face is between approximately 8 and 12 m high, and is located between 3 and 5 m horizontally from 

the house.   

Figure 1 shows a site plan with the approximate cliff edge location annotated.   

Figure 1: Site Plan* 

 

* Base image from Google Earth. 

Geoscience visited the site on 7 January 2015 and made the following observations and 

interpretations: 

 The cliff exposes Basalt of the Mt Pleasant Formation. The lower two thirds of the cliff consists 

of slightly to moderately weathered, moderately strong, dark grey pyroclastic flow deposits.  

The upper third of the cliff consists of a blocky lava flow comprising slightly weathered strong 

Cliff Edge 
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to very strong dark grey basalt. The pyroclastic flows are relatively massive, while the lava 

flow has regular widely spaced predominately subvertical defects, presumably from cooling, 

that define blocks up to approximately 0.6 to 1.6 m in size.  The contact between the 

pyroclastics and lava appears to dip out of the slope at approximately 5°.   

 There is clear evidence of the cliff face being a man-made feature as drill holes are visible in 

the lava flow located near the top of the cliff.  

 A number of boulders were observed on the slope below the cliff. It is likely that they fell from 

the lava flow at the top of the cliff either during or after the earthquakes. The maximum block 

size of these features is approximately 1.6 m.   

 One defect defined block within the lava flow appeared to be potentially unstable and there 

was clear evidence that the cooling joints behind these blocks have dilated during the 

earthquakes.  This block is estimated to be approximately 10 m3.   

Figure 2: Photograph of the cliff at 8 Balmoral Lane  

  

 No evidence of instability, distress or dilation was observed in the pyroclastic flow material 

near the base of the cliff face.   

4 Cliff Collapse Modelling 

4.1 Existing Data 

Figure 3 shows GNS’ cliff collapse model for the site. The purple shaded zone is assessed as having 

an annual individual fatality risk in excess of 10-4 at the top of the cliff as a result of the cliff collapsing.  

The dotted lines behind, and parallel to, the purple shaded area represent “event lines”. These are 

essentially worst-case lines representing the maximum possible cliff top recession following 

Blocky Lava 

Pyroclastic Rock ~ 12 m 

Fallen blocks 

Loose rocks 
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earthquake shaking of approximately 2 g peak ground acceleration (GNS, 2012a). The offset 

distances from the crest of the cliff are taken from assessment of the main Redcliffs cliff face, located 

some 200 m south of the property.  In addition to the cliff-top features, the red dashed line represents 

the maximum probable limit of fly-rock as a result of cliff collapse, while the blue shading represents 

the annual individual fatality risk due to the cliff collapsing on top of the properties below.   

Figure 3: Excerpt from GNS Cliff Collapse Report 

 

 

As discussed in Section 2, this cliff face below 8 Balmoral Lane lies outside the pilot study and 

therefore these event and risk lines have not been assessed on a site specific basis. The risk lines 

were derived for the ~60 m high Redcliffs cliff but have been applied to cliff faces of considerably lower 

height.  By way of comparison, Figures 4 and 5 show a photograph and 5 m contour plan of Redcliffs, 

while Figures 6 and 7 show a photograph and 5 m contour plan of the cliff at 8 Balmoral Lane. Figure 

7 shows the cliff between 8 Balmoral Lane and Main Road.  

This shows that Redcliffs is a much larger and higher cliff and therefore that a much greater cliff 

collapse hazard exists and affects a larger area at the crest of the slope. It is our opinion from the 

contour plans, that adopting the same set-back distances at Redcliffs and at 8 Balmoral Lane is a 

conservative approach and may significantly overstate the risk. Further, the cliff collapse study 

specifically states that it is to be applied to natural sea-cliffs and not man made cliffs such as the cut 

slope below 8 Balmoral Lane.   

8 Balmoral Lane 
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Figure 4: Photograph of Redcliffs (credit: G Hancox, GNS) 

 

Figure 5: 5 m Contour Plan of Redcliffs (Source: Canterbury Geotechnical Database) 
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Figure 6: 5 m Contour Plan of Balmoral Lane Cliff (Source: Canterbury Geotechnical Database) 

 

Figure 7: Photograph of the cliff at 8 Balmoral Lane  

  

~12 m 
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4.2 Site Specific Slope Stability Assessment 

In order to assess the likelihood of cliff collapse affecting the house, we have assessed the existing 

failures and the likelihood of future significant cliff recession.   

No evidence of cliff-top recession or failure within the pyroclastic material at the base of the cliff was 

observed, and based on the strong ground accelerations to which the cliff has been subjected, we 

consider it unlikely to occur catastrophically in the future.  Ongoing weathering of the pyroclastic 

material may undermine the overlying basalt lava flow and cause failure to occur, but no evidence of 

this was observed on site (in the approximately 100 year old cut slope) and therefore it is considered 

unlikely to occur in the 50 year lifetime of the house.   

The failures on the cliff to-date appear to be topple type failures of columns of basalt within the upper 

lava flow layer.  Failures within this unit are likely to occur on sub-vertical cooling joints, with sub-

horizontal defects at the base of the columns acting as release surfaces.  Given that the sub-

horizontal defects upon which the failures have occurred have a dip significantly lower than the friction 

angle of the basalt, it is very unlikely that failure will occur under conditions other than strong 

earthquake shaking.   

Some cliff top recession may occur in places where further block toppling occurs, but the defect 

defined blocks appear to be no greater than approximately half of the minimum distance between the 

house and the clifftop and therefore a single event is highly unlikely to cause the house foundation to 

be undermined.   

5 Risk Assessment 

GNS (2012a) have evaluated the risk of loss-of life to an individual from cliff top recession using the 

following expression:  

R(LOL) = P(H) × P(S:H) × P(T:S) × V(D:T) 

where:  

 R(LOL) is the risk (annual probability of loss of life (death) of a person) from rockfall.  This is 

equivalent to CCC’s Annual Individual Fatality Risk (AIFR);  

 P(H) is the annual frequency of a cliff collapse initiating event and the area of cliff top lost;  

 P(S:H) is the proportion of cliff top lost at a given distance back from the cliff edge and the 

probability of a person falling if one of N square metres of cliff top is lost at that point;  

 P(T:S) is the probability that a person is present at the cliff top as the material falls (assumed to 

be 0.9 accounting for 100% occupancy combined with a chance that people will run away from 

a cliff face during an earthquake); and 

 V(D:T) is the vulnerability, or probability that a person will fall and is killed, if present at the cliff 

edge. V(D:T) is taken as 1.0 (refer Section 5.5 GNS 2012a). 

For cliff collapse risk, P(H) is a function of cliff area: the greater the area of cliff face lost, the greater the 

loss of land at the top of the cliff. GNS assessed the date throughout Christchurch following the 

February 2011 earthquake and determined that the ratio of face loss to crest loss at the 95% 

percentile is 0.019 (that is, for every 100 m2 of cliff face lost, 1.9 m2 of cliff top recession is expected).  

The area of cliff face that may affect the house, if it were to collapse, has been taken as the length of 
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the cliff that lies within 4 m of the house, which is approximately 30 m long and thus P(H) is 0.019 x 100 

/(30 x 10) = 0.57.  In conjunction with the amount of regression, we assessed the probability of a cliff 

collapse initiating event.  We have used GNS’ probability numbers for earthquakes with peak ground 

accelerations in excess of 0.4 g on the assumption that cliff collapse will only occur in the event of a 

significant earthquake.   

P(S:H) is the spatial probability of a person being present within the area of cliff collapse and falling. and 

therefore is not site-specific. We have adopted GNS’ approach of assigning an area of 1 m2 to a 

person and calculated P(S:H) as 1/(20 x 10) = 0.005, given the 10 m width and 20 m length of the 

house. 

P(T:S) represents the likelihood of someone being present at the time the cliff collapses. GNS adopted 

a 100% occupancy for cliff collapse, which was reduced to 90% to account for the fact that people 

may run away from a cliff top in an earthquake. Given that the potential recession area is used as a 

garden, we have reduced the occupancy to 25% in our risk assessment.   

GNS assessed vulnerability (V(D:T)) as 100% based on the fact that the pilot study cliffs were between 

40 and 110 m in height. This seems reasonable for this height of cliff. The cliff at 8 Balmoral Lane is 

some 10-12 m high, and it seems reasonable to assume that the likelihood of a fatality would be 

somewhat less from a 12 m fall than from a 40 m fall. GNS’ report mentions a study that found that 

50% of children suffered fatal injuries if they fall from 12 to 15 m height. For this reason, we 

recommend reducing vulnerability to 75%.  

Our specific risk assessment for the site suggests that the AIFR is 1.8 x 10-5, which is approximately 

an order of magnitude lower than CERA’s tolerability threshold, and therefore we recommend that the 

house is suitable for continued occupation. It is also worth observing that this risk assessment is a 

very conservative method for this site due to our observation of the failure mode being that the cliff 

fails on defects spaced at 0.6 to 1.6 m intervals. The risk assessment above assumes that failure will 

occur in a given large earthquake, whereas the likelihood for this site is that multiple events would be 

required in order to cause a cliff regression deep enough to affect the house.   

We therefore consider that the actual life risk at the site is likely to be at least an order of magnitude 

lower than the number presented above and therefore is an acceptable level to allow continued 

occupation of the site.  Further assessment of the cliff stability may be required in the event of future 

large earthquakes, particularly if further blocks fall from the face and decrease the distance between 

the cliff top and the house.   

6 Summary and Conclusions 

The cliff face below 8 Balmoral Lane appears to be man-made and shows very limited signs of 

instability.  The lower portion of the cliff consists of massive pyroclastic Basalt, while the upper portion 

is a defect controlled basaltic lava flow.  The likely failure mode of the cliff is further cooling joint 

defined blocks falling off, and is therefore unlikely to affect the house.  Our risk assessment has been 

completed on a conservative basis and suggests that the annual individual fatality risk at the site is 

approximately 1.8 x 10-5, which is almost one order of magnitude below CERA’s limit of tolerability.  

We therefore consider that the house at 8 Balmoral Lane is suitable for continued occupation. 
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7 Limitations 

i. We have prepared this report in accordance with the brief as provided.  This report has been 

prepared for the use of our client, Ian Connor and Ruth Woodley, their professional advisers and 

the relevant Territorial Authorities in relation to the specified project brief described in this report. 

No liability is accepted for the use of any part of the report for any other purpose or by any other 

person or entity. 

ii. The recommendations in this report are based on the ground conditions indicated from published 

sources, site inspections and subsurface investigations described in this report based on 

accepted normal methods of site investigations.  Only a limited amount of information has been 

collected to meet the specific financial and technical requirements of the Client’s brief and this 

report does not purport to completely describe all the site characteristics and properties.  The 

nature and continuity of the ground between test locations has been inferred using experience 

and judgement and it must be appreciated that actual conditions could vary from the assumed 

model. 

iii. Subsurface conditions relevant to construction works should be assessed by contractors who can 

make their own interpretation of the factual data provided.  They should perform any additional 

tests as necessary for their own purposes. 

iv. This Limitation should be read in conjunction with the IPENZ/ACENZ Standard Terms of 

Engagement.  

v. This report is not to be reproduced either wholly or in part without our prior written permission.  

 
 

Yours sincerely,  
 
For and on behalf of ENGEO (NZ) Limited 

 

Neil Charters, MIPENZ, CPEng    Richard Justice, PEngGeol 
Associate Geotechnical Engineer    Principal Engineering Geologist 


